Included below is feedback from staff who attended this session.

1). I can... ...to make our work environment more welcoming.

*be more positive, engage more within and outside office and speak to everyone
*be more social
*pay more attention to myself and others
*grow others, be more transparent, do not engage in drama
*make students feel more welcome
*smile more
*concentrate on something positive
*strive each day to leave negativity at the door
*come in early
*engage more
*be a better listener
*get out of my office more
*bring an optimistic mind
*try harder to have a better attitude coming into work not allow others to bring my attitude down
*leave stress from home at home
*engage more with my coworkers
*be more positive and complain much less
*help more and be more open

2). My supervisor can... ... to make our work environment more welcoming.

*listen more, trust more, micromanage less, be more honest and transparent and not show nepotism
*be more professional and trustworthy
*be more open minded
*not fuel drama, lighten up, facilitate trust, not call others out on issues they need to solve on their own
*give us more sessions like this
*take more days off to relax and decompress
*check in once a month with goals or on how it is going for 15 mins
*be real
*can get me some help at my station
*support and inspire me
*involve us in daily news and activities
*get me some help
*be trustworthy and not bash other people that work on campus just because they have personal problems or do not agree with their decisions
*be more open to employees ideas and transparently and suggestions
*continue to try to get more help and support in the office
*be more available
*be more understanding of everyone on the team rather than one or two
*be more visible